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Red Robe, Blue Shirt
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The vendor drives around the villages

selling stuff he has bought in the city.

The villagers choose what they need

and exchange it for calf skins or beads

or hand-carved ornaments.

The vendor makes money by selling

these things in the city.

Vroom! Vroom! What’s that noise?

Eunballet sees an old truck coming up the hill.

“It’s a vendor!” exclaims Eunballet.
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The vendor lays things out on a stall.

Eunballet can’t take his eyes off a shirt.

It is as blue as the sky, as blue as water.

“Great shirt,” says the vendor. 

“Here’s the deal.

You can have that shirt for half a calf skin.”

“My parents would never exchange leather

for a shirt,” Eunballet tells the man,

but he can already see himself in the shirt.

A system where goods are exchanged for goods, is called a barter system. 

It is one of the oldest methods of exchange.
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Eunballet’s friends are already in the fields

with their calves. They are all in red robes

and all hold long sticks like Eunballet’s.

“Why do we always wear red?” asks Eunballet.

“Red is the Masai color,” they reply.

“Okay. But I’m going to be a Masai in blue,”

says Eunballet, and he decides to get some calfskin.
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He goes to see his older cousin and says,

“I heard that one of your calves died.

Can I have half a sheet of calf skin?”

His cousin says, “I’ll give you a calf skin

if you can get me a wooden mask

for my coming-of-age day.”

Eunballet turns to go, then stops.

“Why is red the Masai color?” he asks.

“Red means courage,” says his cousin,

“We are the bravest men in the world.”
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Eunballet walks half a day on a dusty road,

to meet an old carver who makes Masai masks.

He asks the man for a wooden mask.

The man has a bad cough and he says,

“Bring me a jar of honey for my cough

and you can have a wooden mask.”

Before he leaves, Eunballet asks,

“Sir, why is red the Masai color?”

“Red is the color of the sun,” says the man,

“We are descendants of the sun.”
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Eunballet goes to see an old lady

who has jars of very good honey.

She promises him some honey

if he helps to fix her house.

Eunballet mixes cow dung and mud with 

his hands, and smears cracked walls with 

the mixture. He leaves it to dry and then 

spreads another layer on the walls.

“Some people have houses made of tin,”

Eunballet tells the old woman.

“I prefer the mud and cow dung house,” 

she says. 

“It is warm in winter and cool in summer.

All our ancestors lived in houses like mine.

It is full of Masai tradition.”
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He takes the wooden mask to his cousin

who gave him half a sheet of calf skin.

Finally, the vendor has the calf skin

and Eunballet has the blue shirt.

The old lady gives him a jar of her honey,

and he gives the honey to the old carver

in exchange for a wooden mask.
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In his new blue shirt, he runs to the field.

His friends are taken by surprise.

“How do I look?” he asks them.

They don’t answer.

“Come on! How do I look?”

“Strange,” one of them says.

“What strange about this shirt?” 

he asks.

“No, it is you who are strange.

You don’t look like us, the Masai.”

One by one, his friends leave him

and Eunballet is alone.
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Eunballet is so upset,

he climbs a tall acacia tree

and puts his face in his arms.

He can hear words in his head.

Red means courage.

Red is the color of the sun.

Red is the color of the Masai.

You are not like other Masai.
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He falls asleep and wakes after dark.

He is supposed to get the calves home

to the village before the sun goes down.

As he looks for his calves, 

he hears running water.

He knows what that meant. 

A calf is peeing in fear

because a lion is prowling close by.

The calves run towards the village

and Eunballet runs with them.
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“Lion! There’s a lion out there!” 

Eunballet shouts to the men.

“It’s prowling around the village!”

The men grip their spears and torches

and go out to search for the lion.

Without Eunballet’s warning,

that lion could have killed cows

or even the village people.
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Soon the story spreads around the village.

In the morning, Eunballet’s friends

come to see him. “We are sorry we said

you were not like other Masai.

You are a true Masai, a very brave one.”
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On the day the villagers celebrate Eunballet,

he jumps high in the air in the traditional way,

flapping his Masai red robe.

Bingalu! Bingalu!

All his ancestors have done this.

Bingalu! Bingalu!

It is the way of the Masai.
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Kenya is in the eastern part of Africa and borders the Indian Ocean. For decades

the country was a British Crown Colony but became independent in 1963.

The Land of Tribal People There are over 40 native tribes in Kenya, the

largest tribes being Kikuyu, Kalenjin, Luo, Luhya and Kamba. Other tribes

include Swahili, Masai and Samburu. The two official languages of Kenya,

Swahili and English, are used widely throughout Africa. However, each tribe has

a distinct tribal language.

The Economy of Kenya The majority of Kenyans cultivate farmland and

raise cattle. The main trade goods are world famous teas and coffees. Kenya also

exports flowers and plants. The capital city Nairobi is called “city of flowers”

because flowers bloom there all year.

The Masai T  ribe The Masai like to adorn themselves with beaded ornaments and they

enjoy festivities. Every beaded pattern has a specific meaning. Beaded ornaments are

worn every day but the more extravagant ones, like elaborate beaded collars, are

reserved for special occasions. Many Masai festivities mark passages of time, birth, 

coming-of-age, weddings and harvest times. 

Area: 582,646 km
2

Capital: Nairobi

Major Language: Swahili, English

Eunballet’s Homeland: KENYA

Hello Boys and Girls,

I am Eunballet of the Masai tribe of Kenya.

The Masai are a semi-nomadic people who migrate from pasture to pasture,

raising cattle which are our greatest fortune.

Masai warriors fight off wild animals like lions to protect their cattle.

Today our living conditions are changing.

Many young people have migrated to cities and Masai people earn money 

by offering a taste of their culture to tourists. Like the Masai people of the past,

my family still wear red robes, live in houses of mud and cow dung,

and raise cattle in the traditional way.

I must admit there are times when I am curious about life 

outside our Masai tribal traditions,

but I am proud of being Masai and glad that I belong to this Masai tribe.

Sincerely, 

Eunballet 

The Barter System of Exchange

What is a barter system and when was 

it introduced?

Why did the barter system disappear and 

what replaced it?

Where is the barter system still in effect today?

Let's Think

beaded ornaments of the Masai ▶
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Sudan

Uganda

Tanzania

Kenya
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The Impact of the Barter System on Economic History

The barter system impacted on economic history in two significant ways. 

First, without even realizing it, people engaged in the process of specialization,

shaped by the laws of supply and demand. In the process of making goods to sell,

artisans acquired the skills to increase the quality and quantity of goods. Second,

due to the disadvantages of the barter system, people were able to invent currencies.

Kauri shells, gold, salt and spices were a few of the forms of currency used long ago.

Has the barter system completely disappeared? Not entirely. It continues in many

traditional communities around the world. In fact, countries still exchange natural

resources such as oil, coal, wheat and sugar under the principles of a barter system.

Modern Bartering in Korea

One day, visit the flea market with your parents. You will see people exchanging

goods they no longer want. Such markets encourage the recycling and reuse of

resources, decrease overall expenses and create an arena for neighbors to meet

together. Also, help is given in exchange for help. This remains a tradition in

Korean society.

What is a Barter System?

A barter system does not involve money. It involves the exchange of

goods for goods. It is believed that the first barter system was introduced

in the Stone Age when different tribes came together to exchange goods

and build friendly relations.

Historical Records of Barter Systems

The Greek historian Herodotus of Halicarnassus gave the first written

account of a barter exchange between the people of Carthage and North

Africa. On arrival in Africa, the people of Carthage would unload their

goods and sail out. From a distance, they would set off a smoke signal.

When they saw this signal, the Africans would carry away the goods and

leave gold for the Carthage people to take in exchange. The Carthage 

people left only if they were satisfied with the amount of gold left. If not,

they would wait until the Africans left more gold.

The Disadvantages of a Barter System

There are several disadvantages attached to a barter system. One must carry

the goods for exchange, and because the value of goods differs, it is sometimes

difficult to reach an agreement that satisfies both parties. It was also difficult

to know which merchant had the goods wanted, if they had enough, and if

they wanted the good that were being offered. The barter system is not ideal

for heavy goods and perishable items. People began to search for more 

effective systems of economic exchange that could replace the barter system.▲ Kauri shell currency from long ago

Let's Talk

Things to discuss with friends when you open a flea market: 

1. This item has no value for me, but will it have value for someone else?

2. How shall I exchange one of my items for something my friend has?

3. Are there ways to make an exchange effectively?

4. What is most important in an exchange?

5. Is a system of exchange necessary in today’s society or not?

▲ Exchanging goods

▲ An arena of exchange
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